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The Book

•CONTEXT: Debates over “Distancing”

•PURPOSES:

•Young, non-Orthodox ”Zionists”

•Qualitative, HD picture

•NO “RECIPE” 

•A HISTORICAL VIEW



FINDING(s)

• “ZIONISM” AS A: 

1) GALVANIZING SOLUTION TO THE 
THINNING OF AMERICAN JEWISH IDENTITY

2) A WAY TO RE-ROOT THEMSELVES 
THROUGH “ISRAELINESS”



The Thinning of American Jewish Identity: 

Jewish NATIONALITY and American Jews

• ELEMENTS OF ETHNICITY/NATIONALITY  
• Proper NAME(s)
• KINSHIP (real or imagined)
• COMMON CULTURE  →→→→→→→
• COLLECTIVE MEMORY
• HOMELAND
• SOLIDARITY

• Language(s)
• Religion
• History
• Literature (canonical and non-canonical)
• Laws and customs
• Patterns of socialization and sociability
• Institutions (familial, governmental, etc.)



THE THINNING OF AMERICAN JEWISH IDENTITY

EVIDENCE:  PEW SURVEY (2013) ETC.

• “HUMOR” OVER “COMMUNITY”

• HOLOCAUST REMEMBRANCE ABOVE POSITIVE IDENTITY

• VERY LOW HEBREW PROFICIENCY

• 1.6-2 MILLION NON-JEWS OF JEWISH ORIGIN

• 78% INTERMARRIAGE AMONG NON-ORTHODOX JEWS

• CHILDREN OF INTERMARRIAGE: MAJORITY NOT JEWISH

• “RELIGION” (THEOLOGY, WORSHIP, CHARITY) AS DEFINITIVE



A Taste of the Evidence:
“You Know, it’s tough…for anyone to say that 

what they are doing [as members of the 

organized American Jewish community] is is bad. 

Because the reality is that it’s better to do 

something than to do nothing. But doing 

something when it’s not working…is self-

deception.  Listen, most [non-Orthodox] Jews in 

America don’t marry Jews; they don’t have 

children who marry Jews, and they don’t have 

Jewish grandchildren. It’s inherently a failed 

movement.  Anything that can’t sustain itself 

generationally is inherently a failure, no 

matter how nice you think it is, no matter how 

much community service you do, no matter how 

much Tikkun Olam you do. Who gives a shit about 

“nice” when it’s the death of your generation?”

--SETH BLAU (31)



PROBLEM:

WHAT IF A JOUNG JEW IS NOT “RELIGIOUS”/OBSERVANT? WHAT 
DOES HE/SHE HAVE LEFT AS A SOLID BASIS OF JEWISH 
IDENTITY IN AMERICA?

(“Solid” = more than ethnological traces & funny/victim status)



ONE ANSWER: 
“ISRAELINESS”

• Unselfconscious, “natural,”confident Jewishness

• Not dependent upon traditional observance, belief

• All-encompassing, communal:

• Linked to ALL elements of Jewish nationality



ISRAELINESS
“on one foot”: •A TALE OF TWO (SELF) IMAGES



Theaters of Jewishness: 
Private or public?



What does ISRAELINESS mean?
The subjects in their own words:
• I don’t know if I can put …one finger on it. I think it’s things 

like…men are very comfortable wearing whatever they want to wear…. 

It’s not such a judgmental culture in terms of how you live your 

life day to day. They don’t think about being Jewish because 

that’s where they’re from.  --Todd (25)

• “Nobody’s trying to impress anybody….It’s not al lot of fake friendliness or going 

through the motions. People will let you know how they feel and…if they have a 

problem with you. [For them,]  accumulating things is not an end in itself…. 

[Israelis] are less consumed with material wealth, with celebrities, with gossip.  They 

are very family-oriented….  [Young Israelis] are worldly, experienced, and 

responsible.” --Jonah (24)



Israeliness
(cont.) 

Notice the 
salience of 
the 
NATIONAL
COMPONENT

• The Jews are a people….  You feel Jewish 

because you have a sense of kinship with 

other Jewish people, and that sense 

might be devoid of God. Why a Jewish 

state? Because a people signifies a 

community, and a country in today’s 

terms is the ultimate community. 

--Jeff (27)

• [In Zionist summer camp] I realized that being Jewish 

was so much more than Hebrew school, God, or 

keeping kosher. Judaism is about being part of 

something larger than yourself. It meant being part of 

the mishpacha….  [In Israel] I didn’t have to prove to 

anyone that I was Jewish, because I was surrounded 

by Jews. Being around Jews means that I don’t have 

to do so much explaining. In Jewish circles…I can just 

be me.”

--Rochelle (22)



WHAT EXPLAINS 
ZONIST OUTCOMES?

• Factors:

• Warm, supportive families impart “JEWISH PEOPLE” concept and identify with it & 
Israel as “part of us”

• Exposure to immersive experiences with Israelis during adolescence

• Prolonged Jewish education

• Sleep-away camp

• Exposure to zero-sum anti-Zionism, antisemitism in college



Non/Anti-Zionist Options: 
Some Characteristics
•No or little immersive exposure to Israel/Israelis

• “Judaism” solely as “religion”/ideology, less an ethnic identity

• Very negative experiences with Jewish “community” 

•→ conscious alienation, “Judaism without Jewish community”

• Adoption of discourses of negation over affirmation



The Bottom 
Line: 

•Adoption of “Pinocchio model” 
vs. “Jiminy Cricket/Superman 
model” of Jewish identity 

•NOT “POLITICS”; NOT 
RELIGIOSITY per se


